Bulletin 1

Finnish Championships Sprint Orienteering Competition
Saturday 19.9.2020 in Salo, Finland

World Ranking Event (WRE)


Rules: The rules of the Finnish Orienteering Federation as well as instructions given by the organizer and the International Orienteering Federation will be applied in the competition. The rules of The Finnish Orienteering Federation are available on the website www.suunnistusliitto.fi


Punching system: Emit punching system will be in use. Emit card number must be informed during registration. If no Emit card number is informed, the organizer will reserve a rental emit for the competitor and charge 4 €.

Expected winning times: All classes: in the final 12-15 minutes, in the qualification 10-12 minutes.

Entry fee: H21 & D21 39.20 €. H20, H18, D20 & D18 36.20 €. Other classes 27.00 €
**Entry:** Entries should be made primarily through IRMA (competitors with Finnish license & club) or Eventor service (only foreigners with no Finnish club) no later than Thursday 10.9.2020 at 23:59. Late entry is not possible.

**WRE competition:** In classes H21 and D21. WRE athletes have to include their IOF IDs in their entry. Athletes who don’t yet have an IOF ID will get one by registering a user account in IOF Eventor: https://eventor.orienteering.org/Register

**Qualification:** Qualification organized only in classes H21, H20, H18, D21, D20 and D18. First start 9:00. Distance to start 2.5 km. No quarantine.

**Final:** First start 12.00. Distance to start 1-2 km. No quarantine.

**Competition area and venue:** Visible from the embargo map. It is forbidden to train / move in the embargoed area with a map. Beginning 5.9.2020 all movement in the embargoed area is forbidden.

**Embargoed area:** The embargoed area is indicated here: www.angelniemenankkuri.com/sm-sprintti_2020/kuvat/sm2020-harjoituskielto.png

**Terrain:** Typical varied city area with parks and build environment.


**Clothing:** Dopped spikes and athletic spikes are not allowed to use.

**Event centre:** Urheilupuisto, Salo.

**Arrival:** Signposts from south / Helsinki direction: Mahtinaisentie southern intersection (Navigator-address: Perniöntie 311, Salo), and from North / Turku direction: intersection of roads 110 and Meriniityntie (Navigator-address: Meriniityntie 1, Salo). Signposts in place from 7:00.

Competition centre can also be reached by walking or by bike from the Salo city centre, as long as one does not traverse through the embargoed area.

**Parking:** Walking distance to event centre max 1.5 km.

**Showers:** There are showers at the event centre, but limited availability.

**Old map & embargo area:**

**Competition web site:** www.angeliemenankkuri.com/index.php?page=sm-sprintti_2020/index

**Training opportunities:**
Please contact: Matti Mäkinen, matti.maken@angeliemenankkuri.com / +358 44 3362405

**Visa requirements:**
According to current regulations, citizens of some countries must obtain a visa in order to enter
Visas should be applied for at your closest Finnish Embassy. Please note that conditions of entry may change, and all foreign participants are advised to keep themselves updated on the current situation by consulting their local Finnish Embassy.

**Covid-19 instructions:**
Following the instructions of IOF, Finnish Orienteering Federation, Government of Finland and the organizer of this competition. Further information will be provided in Bulletin 2. Check Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland webpages about travelling to Finland: https://um.fi/entering-finland-and-travelling-abroad

**Main officials:**
Event director Joel Hakala +358 44 2940 688
Course setter: Tuomo Mäkelä
Result service: Risto Kivinen
IOF Event Advisor: Jouni Lipponen
Course controller: Jussi Elo, Laitilan Jyske
Press officer: Siiri Siikarla, +358 45 8509 882, siiri.siikarla@tuni.fi

**Welcome, Angelniemen Ankkuri**